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Introduction
In the problem proposed by A. G. Ioachimescu in 1895 [1] , it is asked to be shown that the sequence (S n ) neN , defined by S n = 1 + -t +... +J= -2\fn, for each n e N, is convergent and its limit lies between -2 and -1 .
There have been given many generalisations and other results regarding Ioachimescu's problem in the literature (see, for example, [2] , [3] , [4, Theorem 1, parts (a) and (b)], [5, problem P2 , parts (i) and (ii)], [6] ).
As mentioned in [4, p. 199] , in 1992 M. Batineju-Giurgiu proposed the following problem. Let a, r e (0, +°°) and (a") neN be a sequence defined by a n = a + (n -l)r, for each nsN.
Show that the sequence r ^ -== -2\[a~n\ is convergent.
We consider the sequence (I n )neN defined by /" = 1 + -j= +... +-j= -2(Vn -l), for each n eN. Also, we denote the limit °f (I n )neN by 3 and we call it Ioachimescu's constant.
In Section 2 we present a generalisation of Ioachimescu's constant as the limit of the sequence f4= + -4==+ ... + ,-1-r -2(\la + n-\-\fa)\ ", where a € (0, +<»), and we denote this limit by $ (a). In Section 3 we give some sequences that converge quickly to 3(a). In Section 4 we present some applications of 3 (a).
The following theorem, which we shall need further on, is a StolzCesaro theorem proved by, for example, in [7] .
Theorem 1: Let (a") neN and (b n ) neN be two sequences of real numbers with the following properties:
(i) lim a n = lim b n = 0;
(ii) the sequence (£")"<= N is strictly decreasing (or strictly increasing);
(iii) there exists lim -^ = / e U.
Then there exists the limit of the sequence (fj) n6N and lim ^ = /.
The number 3 (a)
The results from the following theorem are known or can be easily obtained in a similar way to those we know ( [1] , [8, problem 3.1, p. 431] , [4, Theorem 1, parts (a) and (b)], [6] ).
Theorem 2:
Let a e (0, +«>). We consider the sequences (*")",= N and (y n )neN defined by
\a \Ja + 1 \a + n -1 for each n e N. Then:
(i) the sequences (x n ) n E N and (y")" E N are convergent to the same number, which w e denote by 3(a), and satisfy the inequalities x" < x n + i < 3(a) < y n + l < y", for each n e N;
(ii) 0 < f a -2(VSTT -VS) < *(a) < ^; Theorem 3: Let a e (0, +°°). We consider the sequences (x") neN and (y n )n 6 N from the enunciation of Theorem 2, with a limit we denoted by 3(a). Then:
Proof, (i) We consider the sequences («")" s N and (v")" e N defined by 1 2Va + n and 1 v" = x" + Va + n + Va + n -l ' for each n e N.
We have
for each n e N, having in view the inequality relation between the arithmetic mean and the harmonic mean of the numbers , ' , and -^=, Vtf + n+ 1 ya + n for each n e N. It means that the sequence (M")" e^ is strictly increasing. Using this, as well as the fact that lim u" = 3 (a), we are able to write that
We have v n + 1 ~ V" -Xn+ i -Xn + Va + n + 1 +\ja + n Va + n + Va + n -1
-(Va + n + 1 -Va + n -l) Va + n 1 2 = . , = , < 0, ya + n \a + n+l+\Ja + n -l for each n e N. It means that the sequence (v") neN is strictly decreasing. Using this, as well as the fact that lim v" = 3 (a), we are able to write that
(ii) The inequalities can be obtained in a similar way as in part (i).
Remark 2.4: If we know that " J-< ^(a) -JC" < ,-',-==, for each n e N, then we can prove that ,-i ,-== < y. -#(a) < , , ' ,, for each r Va+n+Va+«-l 2Va+«-l n e N, where (x")" £N and (y")" 6N are the sequences from Theorem 2.
We have 2 y" -^(a) = x n -3(a) + \Ja + n + \/a + n -1
Also, we have 2 y n -3(a) = x n -3(a) + \/a + n + \/a + n -1 Va + n + Va + n -1 V<2 + « + Va + » -l \la + n + \/a + n-1' for each n e N.
Similarly, if we know that ,-l ,-= <y n -3(a) < " , ' ,, for each
Remark 2.5: The limits from part (iii) of Theorem 2 follow from Theorem 3 as well.
Sequences convergent to 3(a)
In the following three theorems we give sequences that converge quickly to 3(a). where £" = j^, for each n e N. Since |e"| < 1, for each n e N, using ' " " for each n e N\{1}. Therefore
n ->~j*m + 0{n-ia ) " _ . 1 + 0(n-') 24 Now, according to the Stolz-Cesaro theorem (Theorem 1), we can write (« + i)V« + l «V« for each n e N. We can write (a + n + i)* = (a + n)*(l + $£")* and (a + n -i)* = (a + n)*(l -*£")*, where e" = ^j , for each n e N. Since |e"| < 1, for each n e N, using the Binomial Theorem ( [9, p. 209 ( f | + 1} 3/2 -2n 5/2 g n 7/2 + for each n e N\{1}. Therefore
Now, according to the Stolz-Cesaro theorem (Theorem 1), we can write Proof. We take /? = 2 in Proposition 4.2.
